parable construction (?3). It turns out that the data can be covered by a single cross-linguistic generalization, and a plausible hypothesis as to the historical development of the construction is offered (?4). Related problems, which may offer scope for wider generalizations, are recorded in ?5.
POSSESSIvE ADJECTIVES IN UPPER SORBIAN. This language belongs to the
West Slavonic group, the other branches of the family being South and East Slavonic. It is spoken in Lusatia, which is in the eastern part of East Germany (GDR), and its cultural center is Budysin (Bautzen). It is hard to give the number of speakers; taking Upper Sorbian together with the related Lower Sorbian, the total number of speakers is around 60,000. There are no monolingual adult speakers: all are bilingual in German, though some speak Sorbian better. (Note that the construction under consideration is not found in German, but is found in other Slavonic languages; thus there is no question of interference from German.)
The construction of interest is illustrated by the following phrase (Michalk 1974 :510): '
(1) mojeho (gen. sg. masc.) bratrowe (nom. pi.) dieci (nom. pi.) my brother's children Bratrowe is a PA, formed from the noun bratr 'brother'. The adjectival stem bratrow-takes the ending -e to show agreement with the head noun dzic. The problem is the form mojeho, which has no apparent head; clearly it does not agree with dzic, since it carries the wrong features. It seems rather that its agreement controller is a form of bratr, which is masc. sg. and which underlies the adjective bratrowy (this is the citation form, the nom. sg. masc.). Note that ex. 1 is synonymous with the adnominal genitive:
(2) dieci (nom. pl.) mojeho (gen. sg. masc.) bratra (gen. sg. masc.) children of.my brother In both instances, the children are those of only one brother. Thus bratrowe is plural solely because it agrees with the head noun dieci, while at the same time it is the controller of mojeho. This is not the sort of behavior normally associated with adjectives. My first task is therefore to demonstrate that bratrowy and similar forms are indeed adjectives. (Their status cannot be reflected in the glosses; however, to make the examples easier to follow, I shall use -'s forms consistently to gloss the PA, and of for the adnominal genitive.) In ?1.2, we shall determine the conditions under which such adjectives can be formed, and then we will investigate what other elements they can control (?1.3).
ADJECTIVAL PROPERTIES. The property which makes it quite clear that forms like bratrowy are indeed adjectives is agreement. They agree in precisely the same features-number, case, and gender (including sub-genders)-as do
The construction has been considered in various places. This section is based largely on the chapter by Michalk & Fasske in Fasske (1981:381-8 The other main adjectival characteristic of wucerjowy and similar forms is their position; as exx. 3-8 suggest, both ordinary adjectives, as well as PA's, normally precede the head. But adnominal genitives typically follow the head, as in 2. Thus items like wucerjowy show the major syntactic properties of adjectives.
FORMATION. PA'S are formed from nouns by suffixation.3 Feminine
nouns take the suffix -inl-yn: thus zona 'woman' gives zoniny 'woman's'. This suffix causes a mutation of certain consonants; e.g., Herta (woman's name) has the PA Herciny 'Herta's'. Masculine nouns take -ow, e.g. nan 'father', nanowy 'father's'; starosta 'headman', starostowy 'headman's'. Only one neuter noun forms a PA: dzeco (stem diesc-) 'child' gives dzescowy 'child's' (Fasske, 382 ). PA's can be formed when the referent is human, and also occasionally when it is animal. Furthermore, the referent must be singular and specific. These PA's cannot be used with a plural referent (Fasske, 383):
(9) *nasich (pl. gen.) mu[owe (sg. neut.) prawo (sg. neut.) our husbands' right 2 This is not true in some other Slavonic languages considered below. In Russian, e.g., the PA has certain endings which are phonologically distinct from those of ordinary qualitative adjectives, though it shows agreement in exactly the same features. In Upper Sorbian, certain adjectives, including starsi, have some endings with -i where wucerjowy has -y; this is determined by the final palatal consonant in the former case.
3 I use for convenience expressions like 'formed from' and 'underlying' merely to suggest that the 'source' noun is in some sense more basic than the 'derived' adjective.
In such a construction, the genitive must be used:
(10) prawo (sg. neut.) nasich (pl. gen.) muiow (pl. gen.) right of.our husbands Since a specific referent is required for the use of the PA, muiowy must indicate a specific husband; it cannot be used generically. Nor can it have a non-specific referent:
(11) *nekajkeho (sg. gen.) muiowe (sg. neut.) prawo (sg. neut.) some husband's right Again, the adnominal genitive must be used:
(12) prawo (sg. neut.) nekajkeho (sg. gen.) muia (sg. gen.) right of.some husband While these adjectives share several syntactic properties with ordinary adjectives, their formation is restricted in a way not found with other derived adjectives.
The PA is the normal method of expressing what is conveyed by the genitive in many other Indo-European languages. It would be unusual to find a oneword adnominal genitive referring to a specific person:
(13) ?kniha Jana (sg. gen.) book of.Jan The normal expression in the spoken language would be:4 (14) Janowa (sg. fem.) kniha (sg. fem.) Jan's book Furthermore, the PA is not restricted to possession; it can cover a wide range of genitive uses, including the subjective and objective genitive-a point taken up in ?5.1, below. 
THE POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVE AS CONTROLLER. What is striking about
Upper Sorbian is that the PA construction is possible even though the corresponding adnominal genitive would include a modifier. We have already seen several examples where the PA controls an attributive modifier.5 This modifier takes its gender from the noun underlying the PA, not from the head noun (Fasske, Here mojeje is feminine because sotra 'sister', the source of sotriny, is feminine; the gender of the head noun is irrelevant. The same is true here:
(17) mojeje (gen. sg. fern.) sotrine (nom. sg. neut.) my sister's mestno (nom. sg. neut.) place As previously stated, the PA is formed only when the referent is singular; this means its attributive modifier can only be singular, as in 15-17 (cf. 9). Furthermore, the attributive modifier is normally restricted to the genitive case, regardless of the case of the head noun (Fasske, works The personal pronoun won takes as its antecedent the noun phrase nas wucer 'our teacher', which underlies the phrase headed by the PA. This is not possible for other types of adjective, even relational adjectives derived from nouns: (24) To je kozany p1asc. *Wona (nom. sg. fem.) je droha. that is leather coat it [leather] is expensive Kozany is formed from koza 'leather', which is feminine; this noun is not available for anaphoric reference. However, PA's, as we have seen, can control attributive modifiers, relative pronouns, and personal pronouns.
THEORETICAL SIGNIFICANCE. I have given prominence to Upper Sorbian
because it exhibits the most complete set of possibilities for the PA. The status of this formation in various Slavonic languages has, however, concerned scholars from time to time-originally in the context of the competing claims of inflectional and derivational morphology. The debate is worth reviewing briefly, particularly since the same concerns have recently been given prominence by Anderson. He considers two possible criteria: relative productivityinflection is typically completely productive-and change of word-class membership (which can be effected only by derivational morphology). He finds neither criterion fully satisfactory, and concludes: 'Inflectional morphology is what is relevant to the syntax' (585-7). We shall see that these criteria have been used in earlier discussions; but the Slavonic data will not fit into the neat division between inflectional and derivational morphology which Anderson proposes.
Trubetzkoy (1937:16) examined the situation in Old Church Slavonic. He claimed that, since every noun denoting an animate has a PA, the latter should be considered a part of the paradigm of the noun-just as participles are considered to be part of a verb paradigm. That is, the PA should be treated as a matter for inflectional rather than derivational morphology. Isacenko (1954:288-9) followed Trubetzkoy, citing Slovak data. The primary criterion used was productivity; but note that, in the material discussed so far, the PA is not totally productive, though it is largely so for animate nouns.
A dissenter to Trubetzkoy's analysis was Dmitriev 1961. He discussed SerboCroatian, where the PA is also highly productive; but he claimed that it could not be counted as part of the noun paradigm, since its 'grammatical meaning' was different. But he did accept the participle as part of the verb paradigm. A point not noted is that both formations involve a change of word-class membership. As demonstrated above for Upper Sorbian, the PA, formed from a noun, behaves in many respects like an adjective. According to Anderson (586) , if a given process changes word-class membership, this is a sufficient-though not necessary-condition for classifying it as derivational.
It appears, therefore, that the formation of the PA in the material considered above is a matter of derivational morphology. There are other supporting arguments. Richter (116-17) points out that Upper Sorbian has a small number of indeclinable nouns, e.g. abbe 'priest'. Although these nouns cannot take inflectional endings, they do form PA's, e.g. abbeowy. Since other indeclinables in general permit derivational suffixes, this evidence suggests that PA formation is a matter of derivational morphology. Furthermore, inflectional morphology normally appears 'outside' derivational morphology (Anderson, 609) . In Slavonic, there may be several prefixes and suffixes; but nouns and adjectives, at least, normally take only a single inflectional ending. This supports the analysis of the PA as formed derivationally, then taking inflections (marking case, number, and gender).
According to the criterion of change of word-class membership, along with other arguments, we should have to treat the PA in derivational morphology. But another line of argument leads to the opposite conclusion. Lotzsch considers data from various Slavonic languages (control facts are as in ?1.3; certain other constructions are discussed in ?5.3). He claims that these syntactic characteristics of the PA are shared with the noun; thus he supports Trubetzkoy in treating the PA as part of the noun paradigm. Topolinska (1981:123) agrees. Fasske (381-8) goes as far as assigning them to a separate part of speech. The approach which emphasizes the syntactic facts is in accord with Anderson's conclusion.
Clearly, given the control possibilities of PA's in Slavonic (?1.3), their formation is relevant to syntax. Thus they meet the sufficient condition for being derivational, and they fully meet the definition of what is inflectional. They are therefore difficult to accommodate to the claim that '... morphology is divisible into two parts: an inflectional part, which is integrated (and shares theoretical primes) with the syntax, and a derivational part, which is confined to the lexicon and opaque to the syntax.' (Anderson, 591) The notion of opacity to syntax is worth considering a little further, since the data above are pertinent to questions of the status of lexical items, first raised in the debate on anaphoric islands. Postal (1969:207) The data on Upper Sorbian in this survey prove relevant to Sadock 1985, who proposes a theory of 'autolexical syntax', based on the notion that the connection between word structure and phrase structure is not uniformly hierarchical. He postulates a single-level syntax and a single-level morphology, assuming a context-free phrase structure grammar for each. Given such a framework, an important task is to constrain the possible relationships between morphology and syntax. A construction which shows a clear disparity between the two is noun incorporation, which is Sadock's major concern. He is able to limit the types of instance in which a lexeme can combine syntactically with one element to form a phrase, but morphologically with another to form a word (his Principle VII in its various versions). In Sorbian, the noun underlying a PA in sentences like ex. 1 similarly combines syntactically with the attributive modifier to form a phrase, but morphologically with the suffix and inflection to form a word. This can be shown by the following bracketing:
What is most interesting is that the Upper Sorbian construction conforms to the constraints established by Sadock. A different approach-based in part on work in Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar-is taken by Zwicky 1986, who uses these data as part of his evidence to support a distinction between imposed and inherent features. Bratrowe shows agreement according to features imposed on it by the head noun, while the agreement of mojeho is determined by the inherent features of bratrowe.
Given the importance of the construction for current as well as older theoretical debates, it is worth gathering the available evidence and filling the many gaps. This will be done in ?3 and in ?5.
3. COMPARATIVE DATA. We will now examine data from all the other Slavonic languages. We shall thus be engaged in intragenetic typology, which has its advantages (see Greenberg 1978:80-84) . The forms of the PA found in the other Slavonic languages are basically similar to Upper Sorbian, and so may reasonably be compared-even though the conditions under which it may be formed differ somewhat; however, the control possibilities vary considerably (as noted by Revzin 1973a:46). In this instance, the method is largely forced upon us, given the paucity of data on comparable constructions in other language families (see, however, ?4.2 for a mention of Greek and Latin). We shall concentrate on the suffixes -inl-yn and -ow/-ov/-ev; the distinctions within each are part phonological and part orthographic, and need not concern us. We shall refer to the pair as -inl-ov. Other suffixes are used in Slavonic for forming denominal adjectives, but a discussion of these would take us too far afield; note that the literature contains confusing references to 'the possessive adjective', covering forms which behave rather differently.
As mentioned earlier, the Slavonic family is traditionally divided into three groups: East, South, and West. We will consider the groups in that order, since we can thus start with languages in which PA's are most restricted in terms of what they can control, and move toward those with progressively greater possibilities.
3.1. RUSSIAN is the East Slavonic language in which PA's are, in general, most restricted in usage. In Modern Russian, e.g., the genitive is more common than the PA.6 However, the latter is often used in speech when derived from kinship terms, given names, short forms of names (Sasa for Aleksandr), or their diminutives; not surprisingly, it is used particularly within the family and other closely-knit groups (Frolova 1972:33, 37) . Of the two suffixes used to form PA's, the one which survives the better is -in; though now largely restricted to the categories just given, -in maintains its original morphological distribution in that it is used for masculine nouns in -a, like Grisa (man's name) in 27, as well as for feminines. It is not unusual to find the PA controlling a personal pronoun: (27 Koja sto is a compound relative; the first element shows agreement with the noun which is the source of the PA. Though control of the relative pronoun is accepted, control of attributive modifiers is again rejected. fell.asleep Jean Jeannie on mother's REFL knee 'Jean, Jeannie, fell asleep on her mother's knee.' (Majkin is an alternative to majcin.) Thus this construction is possible in Macedonian, though it is not readily accepted as in Bulgarian. The construction is of interest since it shows another example of noun behavior being retained by the PA. However, the form of the clitic involved is not determined by the noun or PA. This can be seen clearly in (e): the clitic is reflexive because its antecedent is Janka, the subject of the sentence.
SLOVENIAN is sometimes classified with Serbo-Croat as
Since Slovenian is a pro-drop language, the second sentence has no subject pronoun; but the form pozabil, which is masc. sg., indicates that the subject is on 'he', referring anaphorically to ocka 'Daddy'. With contrastive stress, On jo je pozabil 'He has forgotten it' is also acceptable. This is the only control possibility in Modern Slovenian; informants reject examples with relative pronouns, or with attributive modifiers controlled by PA's.10 3.7. SERBO-CROAT allows extensive use of the PA. In modern texts, in situations where the choice is between PA or unmodified adnominal genitive, Dmitriev (50) finds the PA in 95% of the cases (N=293). Certainly, when reference is to a specific human, use of the PA is the norm (Stevanovic 1939/ 40:38; Ivic 1967:260-62). Ivic 1986 gives an interesting account of the factors which allow the use of the genitive, even when the PA would be possible on syntactic grounds. The more closely the speaker is associated with the person referred to, the more likely the use of the PA; the genitive is rare for given names, somewhat more frequent for family names, and more common again for common nouns (over-all, however, the PA is the more frequent). Speaking of a deceased friend, only nad Brankovim grobom 'over Branko's grave' (with a PA) would be used. But nad grobom Branka 'over the grave of Branko' would be a possible alternative when referring to Branko Radicevic-a poet so wellknown that he is referred to by his first name-provided that the speaker is not closely associated with the poet.
Speakers readily accept personal pronouns controlled by PA's (though the personal pronoun is normally dropped unless stressed):
(38) To je tatina (nom. sg. fem.) knjiga (nom. sg. fem. Note that the PA xristove follows its head noun, as is normal in OCS, and agrees with it fully. The PA controls the relative pronoun nimze, which is therefore masc. sg.; it is instrumental because the preposition su governs the instrumental.
Personal pronouns are regularly dropped in OCS if unstressed. In the following example (Huntley, 220), the pronoun can be adduced from the verb: Instances with overt personal pronouns also occur.'2 Thus, in OCS, the PA n Dmitriev (55) states that, of the possible extensions to the PA construction, the relative pronoun is the most frequent. However, since Serbo-Croat is a pro-drop language, examples with the personal pronoun would return an artifically low figure. Work with consultants suggests that the personal pronoun (including instances where it is dropped) is more readily acceptable than the relative pronoun. Dmitriev also (54) gives examples of PA's which control relative pronouns in Old Croatian and Old Serbian texts. Ivanova (1974:39) suggests that, in the modern language, the PA is losing ground to the genitive. 14 For speakers who reject 42, at least part of the problem is the marginal status of the PA in Modern Polish; these speakers have severe restrictions as to possible contexts in which the PA can appear without sounding inappropriately elevated or archaic in style. One speaker found it almost impossible to construct an example in which the PA retained possessive meaning: for her, qualitative meaning was normal, so the lack of control possibilities is not surprising. According to statistics quoted in ?4.3, below, the PA is used considerably less often in Polish than in other Slavonic languages. In Old Polish, the PA was in more general use, and control of the relative pronoun was possible (Szlifersztejnowa 1960:50 Table 2 shows a monotonic increase in the likelihood of agreement forms with greater semantic justification. While we cannot consider more data in detail here, Table 3 gives an indication of some of the support for the Agreement Hierarchy (from Corbett 1983:28).
While the two hierarchies can be independently justified, it would be preferable to see them as one and the same, given their obvious similarity. The problem is the fact that the predicate is not involved as a target for PA's. (This would require a construction with a subject of the type Tanin brat, 'Tanja's brother' and a predicate in the feminine, agreeing with Tanja rather than brat.) Three reasons can be suggested for the predicate's not being a target for the PA; one is specific to Slavonic, but the other two are more general.
First, in Slavonic, predicate verbs agree with subjects which stand in the nominative. The case of the PA for agreement purposes is genitive, as attributive modifiers show. It should not therefore be able to control predicate agreement. (It is true that, in some instances, predicates agree-or rather, show default agreement forms-when there is a genitive subject. In these instances, however, there is no nominative subject; this would not be true with the PA, since its head noun in subject position would stand in the nominative, and so would control predicate agreement.) Second, the phenomena covered are of rather different types. The Agreement Hierarchy typically covers situations where agreement is required, but where the controller permits a choice as to the form of agreement to be realized; the hierarchy then constrains the distribution of the options. But the targets of the PA are different-an attributive modifier, relative clause, or anaphorically related personal pronoun-in that their actual presence is optional; by contrast, the existence of a predicate is typically essential. A way of viewing the control possibilities of the PA is that they are constrained by those parts of the Agreement Hierarchy which relate to optional elements (all but the predicate).
The third and major argument, related to the second, concerns coherence. If sentences of the type 'Tanja's brother came' existed, in which 'came' was controlled by 'Tanja', then 'brother'-the head of the subject NP-would have no role, syntactic or semantic, and the sentence would simply be incoherent.
It appears, therefore, that the PA cannot control predicate agreement for quite independent reasons. Given that this position is excluded, the control possibilities of the PA are constrained by the remainder of the Agreement Hierarchy. As we move rightward along that hierarchy, the likelihood of control by a PA will increase monotonically. We may account for this development in two rather different ways, both of which are consistent with the presently available data. According to the first, West Slavonic inherited the Common Slavonic situation; from then on, development in the different languages was largely independent. Czech and Slovak extended control to attributive modifiers; Czech, but not Slovak, later lost this possibility, and has partially lost control for relative pronouns. Upper Sorbian has extended control to attributive modifiers, while Lower Sorbian retains the Common Slavonic pattern. Control of relative pronouns is attested in Old Polish (Szlifersztejnowa, 50); but this is no longer possible, and even control of personal pronouns is not accepted by all speakers.
According to the second scenario, all the West Slavonic languages extended control to attributive modifiers. This possibility was subsequently lost in Czech, Lower Sorbian, and Polish; the last-named then lost the possibility of control for relative pronouns. This apparently simpler account requires that Polish gained and lost the possibility of controlling attributive modifiers before the time of the earliest texts (say, the last quarter of the 14th century).
As yet we have insufficient evidence to choose between these versions.
Either one involves at least one example of control being extended and then reduced. More generally, however, the different languages at the different stages of development all show systems of control by the possessive adjective which are consistent with generalization 59.
COMPETITION BETWEEN THE POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVE AND THE GENITIVE.
We have concentrated on the control possibilities of the PA; but the genitive has been a recurrent theme, since it is the main alternative. Let us now briefly consider the competition in instances where both are syntactically possible (typically when there is no further modification of the possessor). Data have been given, where available, in the relevant language entries of ?3. My purpose here is to suggest a tentative typology of constraints on the use of the PA, and to provide a background to the discussion in ?4.4 of derivational and inflectional morphology.
Apart from the syntactic factors already dealt with, other factors may restrict the use of the PA (and so favor the genitive). To begin, there are straightforward morphological constraints. Any restriction on the productivity of the PA will clearly favor the genitive; the most obvious example of such a restriction is the fact that nouns which are adjectival in form cannot form PA's. In addition, it is often impossible to form PA's from neuter nouns (e.g. Czech dite 'child'; Travnfcek 195 la, ?208). Three constraints of a different sort have also been mentioned above. The first is that the referent must be singular; this appears to hold for the languages discussed, with very few exceptions (other suffixes for forming denominative adjectives are not subject to this constraint, but a discussion of the competition between different suffixes is beyond the scope of this paper). Second, some languages require the referent to be animate. Third, we have seen instances (e.g. Upper Sorbian) where the referent must also be specific. These three constraints relate to the morphological constraints in the sense that, if a noun can never (or only rarely) meet the constraints on number, animacy, and specificity, it is likely to be perceived as one from which the PA cannot be formed.
For the original Slavonic situation, the best evidence we have comes from Old Church Slavonic. Huntley (224) gives a careful account of the factors at work, and demonstrates that the PA was overwhelmingly dominant with stems having unambiguous lexical reference to unique beings (such as xristos-'Christ'). These are followed by stems having almost unambiguous lexical reference to unique beings, then by given names, and then by stems denoting social ranks and professions. (The examples he gives with common human nouns almost all involve suffixes other than -inl-ov, and so do not concern us.) The PA was extremely common; Huntley found only two examples of the unmodified genitive of xristos-, as compared to 140 of the unmodified PA.
The PA has competed with the genitive with varying degrees of success in the development of the modern Slavonic languages. Ivanova (1976:9-10) gives comparative data based on contemporary literature, criticism, and journalism. For each language investigated, she scanned 1,000 pages (counting 2,000 char-acters as a page). Given that a clear division between derivational and inflectional morphology appears difficult to maintain, it is worth reviewing the typical features of each. The entries in the table serve only as mnemonics for established areas of discussion, most of which are given by Anderson (cf. Matthews 1974:37-58, and references there.) Point 1 is fairly commonplace: we expect an inflectional process to be productive, in the sense that it will apply to all items to which it theoretically could apply, and we expect it to apply in a regular way. Typically-and that is what Table 5 is about-a process like case-marking would apply to all nouns regularly. There are, of course, various exceptions to this pattern (for a detailed investigation, see Barbour 1982) . However, productivity represents a typical expectation about inflectional morphology, not imposed on derivational morphology. As we saw in ?4.3, the PA in some languages shows a high degree of productivity (for animate nouns), and it is largely regular. In other languages, its productivity has been severely curtailed over the course of time, so that it is formed only for a small proportion of nouns.
Point 2, the question of change of word-class membership has already been discussed. The position is straightforward: the PA does change word-class membership.
Point 3, the question of opacity to syntax, has also figured in the previous discussion. The PA is indeed transparent to syntax, but to different degrees in the different Slavonic languages.
Point 4 applies only to those languages where inflectional processes are reflected as separately identifiable morphs. We then normally expect derivational affixes to appear closer to the root than do inflectional affixes; this is the claim of Greenberg's Universal 28 (1966:93). (There are exceptions, however, such as Russian reflexive -sja, which occurs in word-final position-after the inflectional endings which code person/number or gender/number.) Point 4, then, gives no clear indication as to the status of the PA. On the one hand, the suffix which forms the PA stands before the inflectional endings; e.g., from Russ. tetla 'aunt', we have tet-in-o (possessive, nom. sg. neut.) 'aunt's'. On the other hand, the possessive suffix comes after all other suffixes, including diminutives: from tetuska 'aunt' (dim.), we have tet-usk-in-o (possessive, nom. sg. neut.). However, both adjectives and nouns in Slavonic regularly take only one inflectional ending at a time. Since the suffix which forms the PA comes before the ending, this suggests that it is derivational.
Point 5 notes that, since derivational morphology starts with items stored in the lexicon, it must refer to their inherent features. Inflectional morphology, by contrast, may refer to non-inherent features; e.g., it may introduce a whole range of agreement markers, which do not relate to inherent features of the carrier. This point is particularly interesting for the PA. As we saw in ?4.3, some languages form the PA in -in or -ov only if the referent is specific; the referent must also be singular. It could be argued that since specificity and number are not available in the lexicon as inherent features of nouns, this must imply an inflectional process. However, as Janez Oresnik points out (p.c.), it does not follow that the requirement of a specific referent need be associated with the noun. Both features, where appropriate, could be included as conditions on the use of the suffix. This makes good sense, since Slavonic has other suffixes for forming denominative adjectives, and these require different constraints. Nevertheless, though the argument is not so clear-cut as it at first appeared, elements whose appearance depends on the features of number (and in some cases specificity) are typically the concern of inflectional morphology.
Point 6 relates to the preceding one. Inflectional morphology may regularly mark a single item for a feature which rightly belongs on a whole phrase (Carlson 1983:73)-thus case may be marked just on the noun which heads an NP; definiteness may be marked just on an adjective but not on its head noun, etc. (This is to be distinguished from the sporadic examples in derivational morphology.) In languages like Upper Sorbian, which allow the PA to control attributive modifiers, the process which forms it can be seen as applying to the phrase, rather than just to an underlying noun. In languages which do not permit control of attributives, the process applies to a single lexical item, and so yields no evidence on this point. (Data to be presented in ?5.3 are also relevant here, since there are further constructions in which the PA suffix marks a phrase.)
The conclusion to be drawn from the discussion of the PA in terms of Table  5 Juro' s burial Fasske points out that the objective use is found with a restricted number of items (otherwise, the adnominal genitive is used). This observation leads to a generalization concerning use with action nominals, which in fact holds for all the languages for which we have data:
(68) The range and frequency of use of the PA for the subjective genitive are at least as great as for the objective genitive. The data on which this generalization is based are given in Note: (/) indicates restricted usage. > indicates that the possessive adjective is more readily used with subjective than with objective reading. a Authorities tend to dismiss these uses of the PA in Modern Russian; they are unusual in the written language, though occasional examples of the subjective genitive are found. Work with consultants suggests a different picture in the spoken language (where the PA is, in any case, more widely used). The following phrase with subjective reading was accepted by all of nine speakers: mamin prixod 'mother's arrival'. More complex phrases (cf. fn. 23, below) were not accepted by all speakers. Phrases with objective reading were also more problematic: mamino osvobozdenie 'mother's release'. This was accepted by six of the speakers, with two uncertain; the ninth rejected it outright. Both uses are marked as 'restricted' in Table 6 , because use is less widespread than in the other periods of Russian included.
b Petr (1971:34) claims that subjective but not objective use is found in Polish. However, consultants accepted both subjective and objective readings, and Topolinska (1981:147-50) gives examples of both. (She also makes the interesting claim that the PA is more frequently found in nominalizations than in primary NP's.) Work with consultants is difficult, given the restricted nature of the PA; it appears, however, that subjective use is more readily acceptable than objective. c Richter (1980:50-1) gives textual examples of both subjective and objective uses in Upper Sorbian; for Lower Sorbian, he has examples of subjective but not of objective use (see 55 above). This does not prove that the latter is unacceptable; but it suggests that, at the very least, it is less common than subjective use.
In all cases where we have information on the relative frequency or acceptability of the two uses, subjective use is favored. Generalization 68 follows from work by Comrie (1976:184-8 Table 6 , for the PA to be subjective, and the adnominal genitive to be objective-even when only one of them is present. Comrie suggests that, where action nominals have two available slots, languages have a strong tendency to distinguish them; one is normally subjective (whether or not the other is filled), and the other objective. Furthermore, there is a parallelism between a typical Slavonic simple sentence (subject, verb, object) and the action nominal pattern (PA, action nominal, adnominal genitive). Comrie is careful to avoid a simplistic explanation in terms of word order; however, the parallelism may be part of the explanation for generalization 68.
Generalization 68 goes further than previous claims in that it applies to all the languages investigated. It is tempting to try to link it to generalization 59; but there is no direct way in which this can be done. The reason is that 59 refers to a hierarchy of targets which are controlled by the PA, but 68 concerns the PA as a target for the action nominal (for more on the syntax of action nominals in Slavonic, see Revzin 1973b , Comrie 1976 c. No PA (both elements as nouns). In the modern Slavonic languages over-all, the adnominal genitive is most widely used in these cases (option 3: see ex. 80, below). However, the first two strategies are both found, and they were more widely used earlier in Slavonic. We will look at examples of both of them.
In There are gaps in the preceding account; a full history of these constructions is a task awaiting Slavists. But it is important that the basic facts should be recorded, since an attempt at a more formal account of the data in ?3, where a consistent and full analysis was presented, could still be shown inadequate by the data given in the present section. The problems are considerable. First, some examples involve both strategies, and the elements of the possessor NP are split by the head. Then there is the point that the two strategies may coexist; the lists of languages, as given above, overlap (for statistics on the competition between the two strategies in Old Russian, see Richards). But the crux of the problem is again the interaction of syntax and morphology.
Let us assume that a node dominating the possessor NP is marked as requiring some type of possessive marker. In the first strategy, this is realized as a suffix (forming the PA) on each element. Then agreement markers are required. In the third strategy (no PA), genitive case-markers are required on all elements. It is the second strategy which is particularly difficult: one, but not both (or all) of the elements takes the PA suffix. This element must then show agreement with the head; the other takes the genitive (or nominative) 28 A construction related to that of the genitive plus PA is that in which a noun stands in the genitive in apposition to the PA; sometimes it is very difficult to distinguish the two constructions. A similar account would be adequate for many of the examples quoted from other languages; however, it is not the case that the nominative is found on the first element of such compounds only with masculine nouns. Exceptions to such a generalization are found in South Slavonic languages, notably in Slovenian (involving a phrase in the plural), as in fn. 27. sentence also includes a pronoun controlled by the inanimate head noun withConsiderable variation is found among languages, and more work needs to be done-including comparison with the control possibilities of adnominal genitives. While these problems are interesting, it is worth stressing that the data here in no way weaken the analysis of ??3-4. In the language discussed here, the PA can certainly control personal pronouns. In certain circumstances, we encounter problems of coherence just in case the controlled pronoun is the subject (and especially if it is dropped). 6. CONCLUSION. We have seen that the PA's of Slavonic show a complex interrelationship of morphology and syntax. In some languages they are highly productive; yet there are constraints on the animacy, number, and specificity of the referent.32 Whether the PA is preferred to its competitor-the adnominal genitive-depends on these factors, as well as on its syntactic role (subjective or objective) and on the construction of the phrase (e.g., whether another noun is involved; ?5.3). Once formed, and having changed word-class membership, the PA is not opaque to syntax, but allows the underlying noun to serve as an antecedent for anaphors in a way that other derived adjectives do not. This behavior makes the suggestion of a clear division between inflectional and derivational morphology appear implausible.
Given the inherent interest of the PA's, it seems sensible to establish the facts as clearly as possible. This leads to a typological account, based on the Control Hierarchy. As we move from attributive, to relative, to personal pronoun, the likelihood of control by the PA increases monotonically. The Control Hierarchy may in turn be subsumed under the Agreement Hierarchy. 
